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Note: Getting your AIT-related news item or announcement published is easy and free: To submit
AIT news items to the e-Bulletin, e-mail them to pssu@ait.ac.th. Remember to include such
relevant details as complete contact information, who, what where, when and why, and to spell out
any abbreviations or acronyms. Deadline for Friday publication is 4 p.m. Thursday. All submis-
sions will be edited for content, style and suitable headline. ALL THE TEXT MUST BE SUBMIT-
TED IN WORD FORMAT.

News for this week:

- AIT and Kasetsart University (KU) sign MOU
- Becoming a World Class University: An ASAIHL-Scopus-QS Seminar
- ACECOMS to organize series of seminars and workshops
- Die Fledermaus by Johann Strauss, II – Premiere in Thailand
- Job vacancies

AIT and Kasetsart University (KU) sign MOU
On 18 June 2008,  AIT’s School of Environment, Resources and Development and Faculty of

Forestry, Kasetsart University (KU) signed a Memorandum of Understanding to begin academic
cooperation. The scope of activities includes exchange of academic staff; exchange of graduate and/or
undergraduate students; joint research activities and publications; participation in seminars and aca-
demic meetings; exchange of academic materials and other information; and double degree academic

The MoU covering a three-year period was signed by Prof. Sivanappan Kumar, Dean of
SERD and Dr. Damrong Sriparam, Dean of Faculty of Forestry, KU, at Room 214, Pulp and Paper
Technology Building.

Becoming a World Class University: An ASAIHL-Scopus-QS Seminar
The Association of Southeast Asian Institutions of Higher Learning (ASAIHL), in partnership

with Scopus and QS, cordially, invites all Asian university presidents, vice-chancellors, deans and
other top planners of university strategy and policy, and academic staff to attend “Becoming a World
Class University: An ASAIHL-Scopus-QS” Seminar to be held on 14 July  2008 from 9:00 am to 2:00
pm at the Asian Institute of Technology in Bangkok, Thailand.

The seminar aims to assist university leaders in strengthening and sharpening their approach to
competing in the global arena and to provide insights into the university ranking process coupled with
an introduction to tools that assist in evaluating the standing of universities and in formulating plans to
improve the standing.

Lead lessons in this exclusive event will include:
#          Times Higher-QS World University Rankings: Comparative Performances of National

University Systems by Ben Sowter, QS Head of Research
#          Kyushu QUEST MAP by Professor Akihisa Adachi
#            Effective Evaluation of Research by Pascal v Nieuwendijk, Managing Director of
For complete information on the organizers, speakers and Seminar Program, visit us at  http://

asia.elsevier.com/becomingworldclassuniversityseminar/
Registration is free of charge. Coffee and lunch will be served during the seminar.

 ACECOMS to organize series of seminars and workshops
Asian Center for Engineering Computations and Software (ACECOMS) continues to organize



series of seminars and workshops on various aspects of Computer Aided Analysis and Design of
Structures. Such courses are recommended to all professionals those who wish to advance their
technical knowledge with the latest in technology. Below is a list of the upcoming courses:

Structural Analysis & Design of RC Building for Earthquake Resistance
Dates: 1 - 3 Jul 08

Venue: AIT
Software: ETABS

Structural Evaluation and Retrofitting of RC Building for Earthquake Resistance
Dates: 5 - 7 Aug 08

Venue: AIT
Software: ETABS

Modeling, Analysis & Design of Electricity and Telecommunication Towers
Dates: 2 - 4 Sep 08

Venue: AIT
Software: SAP2000
For participation in this workshop, please download, fill the registration form and send to

ACECOMS by Fax/Email (662-524-5539 ext 105 or acecoms@ait.ac.th)
 Tentative Course Details

Structural Analysis & Design of RC Building for Earthquake Resistance
Date: 1 - 3 Jul 2008
Course Outline

Special lecture by Dr. Pennung Warnitchai, Associate Professor, School of Engineering and Technol-
ogy, AIT, Thailand (Only morning section on day 3)
·         Overview of the Workshop
·         Fundamental Principles of Structural Dynamics
·         Static Vs Dynamic Analysis
·         Seismic Vs Non-seismic Design
·         Free Vibration Analysis
·         Model Codes, Methods and Tools for Seismic Design
·         Equivalent Static Method (Special reference to UBC -97 and IBC-2000)
·         Concepts, Development and Application of Response Spectrum Method (Special reference to
UBC -97 and IBC-2000)
·         Selected Earthquake Records (Ground acceleration Vs time plots)
·         Local Soil Effects and Design Ground Motion
·         Scaling, Comparing and Combining Results for Member Design
·         General Guidelines for Seismic Detailing
Structural Evaluation and Retrofitting of RC Building for Earthquake Resistance

Date: 5-7 Aug 2008
Course Outline

Special lecture by Dr. Pennung Warnitchai, Associate Professor, School of Engineering and Technol-
ogy, AIT, Thailand (Only first half morning section on day 1 and day 3)
·         Overview of the workshop
·         Overview of Dynamic Analysis
·         Overview of Seismic Design
·         Overview of structural evaluation and retrofit
·         Overall strategy/methodology for Evaluation and Retrofitting
·         Evaluation of RC Structures
·         Retrofit of RC Structures
·         Post-retrofit evaluation of structures for safety and performance
Modeling, Analysis & Design of Electricity and Telecommunication Towers

Date: 2-4 Sep 2008



Course Outline
Overview of design, construction and maintenance of cellular phone towers
·         Towers: Types, selection and suitability
·         Design codes and methods in current practice
·         Requirement analysis and preliminary design of towers
·         Computer aided 3D modeling and analysis
·         Hand on Practice Session for Computer Aided 3D Modeling and Analysis
·         Computer aided design
·         Hand on Practice Session for Computer Aided Design
·         Design of foundation
·         Hand on Practice Session for Design of Foundation
·         Detailing of members, joints, anchors

All participants will be provided with handouts, refreshment and lunch.
Note: This is a tentative outline and subject may change. For latest update, please visit our

website http://www.acecoms.ait.ac.th/

Die Fledermaus by Johann Strauss, II – Premiere in Thailand
The Metropolitan Opera of Bangkok will stage four performances of Die Flederrmaus of

Johann Strauss, II for the first time in Thailand in the last week of June at the Thailand Cultural
Centre, Bangkok.

The performances is an Ibycus production and enjoys the patronage of the Embassy of Aus-
tria. Performances of Die Fledermaus will take place on June 24, 25 (Royal Gala Performance), 28
and 29, 2008 at the small hall of the Thailand Cultural Centre.

All performances start at 7:30 p.m. with the exception of the Sunday performance on June 29
which will start at 5:30 p.m.  Tickets at 3500, 2500,  1800, 1500 and 600 baht are available at
Thaiticketmajor outlets as well as at Ibycus 0 932 9208 or email: ibycusmusic@yahoo.com).  See
www.metoperabkk.com for more information.  Part of the proceeds will go to support Friends in
Need (of “Pa”) Volunteers, Thai Red Cross Foundation.

Job vacancies
Positions: Purchasing Officers – 3, Finance Office, AIT
Duties and Responsibilities:

·        Responsible for day-to-day finance and accounting task.
·        Recording accounting transaction into accounting system.
·        Verify supporting documents for all accounting transactions under responsibility to ensure
compliances with the policy and GAAP.
·        Assist in month-end reporting, balance sheet & bank reconciliations, performing P&L Analysis,
financial reporting, statutory compliance issues.
·        Perform monthly account reconciliations and some bank reconciliations within the schedules as
well as ensure the transactions are clearly identified.
·        Perform ad-hoc requests.
Required Qualifications:
·        At least Bachelor's Degree in Accounting.
·        Experience in non-profit organizations is an advantage.
·        Experience in ERP (Oracle preferable).
·        Good analytical skills and strong business sense.
·        Able to work independently and be extremely reliable.
·        Able to work under constraints and to meet deadlines.
·        Initiative and have strong logical thinking.
·        Good command of English.
·        Hands-on PC experience and proficiency in Excel spreadsheet.



Position: Financial Analyst, Finance Office, AIT
Duties and Responsibilities:
·        Prepare monthly results and compare with forecast/ budget and report key variances with
supportive analysis commentary.  Analyze actual data against plans and work with other departments
to highlight problem area to improve performance.
·        Prepare financial budgets and forecasts.
·        Ensure all key business decisions are based on sound and rigorous financial analysis.
·        Ensure all on-going or new projects, business initiatives and investments are grounded on robust
financial analyses optimizes business objectives.
·        Develop methods to track financials and forecasts to facilitate the understanding and interpreta-
tion of the numbers.
·        Provide business planning and cash flow analysis
·        Recommend and implement better processes and report improvement.
·        Drive a strong financial understanding to ensure proper accounting treatment, tracking, trans-
parent forecasting/reporting and financial decision making.
·        Develop and implement Management warning and monitor system in key areas or high business
impact areas.
·        Knowledge of reporting standards, accounting principles and the Institute’s Policies and Proce-
dures.
·        Assist in the creation of Management presentations.
·        Perform ad-hoc requests.
Required Qualifications:
·        Bachelor’s Degree or higher in Accounting or Finance.
·        At least one year experience in budget, expense analysis, forecasting experience,  and business
analysis.
·        Demonstrated proactive and solutions-oriented approach towards the goals.
·        Strong analytical, decision-making and problem-solving skills.
·        Initiative, ability to introduce improved system.
·        Systematic thinking, team player and “Can do” attitude.
·        Attention to detail and ability to handle multiple tasks on time sensitive schedules and under
pressure.
·        Excellent interpersonal skills and ability to work with all levels.
·        Oracle experience would be an advantage.
·        Excellent command of both written and spoken English.
·        Good computer literacy. Proficiency in advanced Excel is critical.
Position: Investment Analyst, Finance Office, AIT
Duties and Responsibilities:
·        Manage the Institute’s Fund portfolio.
·        Oversee daily assets re-allocation, and economic situation ; propose measures in correspon-
dence to changing situation as appropriate.
·        Monitor investment returns against benchmarks.
·        Develop and implement risk strategy and portfolio analytical models.
·        Develop risk management strategies and monitor investment risks.
·        Prepare and present to Management portfolio status, market review, and other necessary infor-
mation.
·        Find the best solution(s) to the cash management process.
·        Review the benefit of Provident Fund managed by the current Fund Manager, and propose the
new Fund Manager if necessary.
·        Perform ad-hoc requests.
Required Qualifications:
·        Bachelor’s Degree or higher in Finance.



·        7+ year related experiences.
·        Strong analytical, decision-making and problem-solving skills.
·        Initiative, systematic thinking, team player and “Can do” attitude.
·        Attention to detail and ability to handle multiple tasks on time sensitive schedules and under
pressure.
·        Independent / Self-Starter.
·        Excellent interpersonal skills and ability to work with all levels.
·        Oracle experience would be an advantage.
·        Excellent command of both written and spoken English.
·        Good computer literacy (Microsoft Excel, Word and PowerPoint).
Position: Assistant Purchasing Manager (Ref. No.037/08)
Duties and Responsibilities:
·        Monitor and develop entire procurement operations to ensure all procedures can generate the
efficient benefit and performance to the Institute.
·        Manage daily operations dealing, including delivery, price/cost analysis, contract negotiation,
policies and procedures compliance, logistical co-ordination and liaison support to other Units and
Schools.
·        Chair bid conditioning and/or negotiation meetings with potential suppliers as required.
·        Manage all supplier contracts and insurance policies including renewals and claiming processes.
·        Manage and analyze pricing to identify opportunities for cost reduction.
·        Develop and implement supplier performance measurement system to evaluate and improve
supplier performance then work with internal customers and related functions for supplier improve-
ments to meet Institute’s standard.
·        Ensure the correct supplier database properly maintained in ERP.
·        Train and develop purchasing staff for their future career path.
·        Perform ad-hoc requests.
Required Qualifications:
·        At least a bachelor degree with a major in a relevant discipline (e.g. Procurement, Law, Engi-
neering, Finance, or Business) supplemented by a minimum of 5 years of progressively responsible
and relevant professional and managerial experience in strategic sourcing and operational procure-
ment. An advanced degree is a plus.
·        A thorough knowledge of procurement principles and practices and proven ability to develop,
analyze and negotiate business agreements.
·        Strong people management and change management skills in a multi-cultural environment.
·        Initiative and have strong logical thinking.
·        Good command of English and computer literacy.

Interested applicants submit application letter and resume to:
Human Resources Office
Asian Institute of Technology
P.O. Box 4, Klong Luang, Pathumtani, Thailand
Tel. no. (66-2) 5245019; Fax no. (66-2) 5245056
Email us at:  hro@ait.ac.th

Please do not forget to indicate the Reference Number. Only shortlisted candidates will be
notified.


